
 

The ‘Sharpen Your Sales Saw’ Series 



Survey 
�  Are you on a trial or a client of audIT? 

�  Are you actively selling in your MSP? 

�  How many sales presentations do you do each month? 

�  Are you using QBRs as an opportunity to up-sell and 
cross-sell? 

�  What is your biggest challenge, fear, problem with 
selling? 



What Is audIT 
�  Sales presentation system 

�  Emphasis on SYSTEM 

�  Elevates YOU above your competition 

�  Closes the sale for you 

�  Gets you up-sell and cross-sells in QBRs 

�  Keeps your clients, your clients! 

�  Actually helps you prospect and set the appointment 



What Is audIT 



Today’s Training 
�  Understand your own personality type 

�  Understand your prospect’s personality type 

�  Use this information to talk to your prospect in the most 
sales conducive way 

�  Dramatically increase your close rate 



The Personality Challenge 
�  Everyone is different 

�  You have one way of selling 

�  Your prospect and customer have a different way of 
being sold to 

�  You can’t sell to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde the same way 



Who We All Buy From 
�  Know 

�  Like 

�  Trust 



DISC 
�  Personality test 

�  How to test yours 

�  But even more important… 

�  How to quickly test your prospect’s 



DISC 
�  We all fall somewhere in here 

�  D = Dominant / Diver 

�  I = Influencer / Expressive 

�  S = Steady / Steadiness 

�  C = Compliant / Analytical 



DISC 
�  You can cross multiple types 

�  You will have one that is dominant 

�  You will have one dominant ‘Buying’ type 

�  You will have on dominant ‘Selling’ type 

�  What you want to know quickly is your ‘Selling’ type 
and their ‘Buying’ type 



The Basics 
�  D: Get to the bottom line quickly 

�  I: Emotional: They want to be liked (and to like you) 

�  S: Need to trust you 

�  C: Want the details 

�  What’s their ‘Buying’ 
personality type 



The Basics 
�  D: Get to the bottom line quickly 

�  I: Emotional: They want to be liked (and to like you) 

�  S: Need to trust you 

�  C: Want the details 

�  What’s their ‘Buying’ 
personality type 



The Math 
�  16 sales calls per month 

�  25% = 4 prospects 

�  1 prospects convert 

�  Need 16 sales presentation to get 1 new client 



And That Is… 
 

A Huge Problem!!! 



When You Use audIT 
�  D: Gets to the bottom line quickly 

�  I: Feed their emotions and they will LOVE you  

�  S: Make it easy to understand and build trust 

�  C: Get into detail but work the emotion because… 

Everyone buys on emotion  
and justifies with logic 



Your Secret Weapon 
�  audIT covers EVERY personality type 

�  Emotion 

�  Simplicity 

�  Details 



The Big Challenge 
�  You must quickly identify your prospect’s personality 

type 

�  Once you know what they are, you can adjust your 
presentation to meet their needs 

�  This lowers their defenses 

�  Builds rapport 

�  Makes them see that you understand their problems 
and needs 



The Simple Test 

Compliant Dominant 

Steady Influencer 

Detail / Task 
Oriented  

People Oriented 

Reserved Outgoing 



Ways To Tell 
�  Do they monologue? 

�  Do they go off topic? 

�  Are they a good listener? 

�  Do they like to talk about themselves? 

�  Are they competitive? 

�  Are they direct no matter what the situation? 

 



Ways To Tell 
�  Have to force yourself to be a great listener 

�  Be observant 

�  When in doubt, mirror them (like attracts like) 



Dominants 
�  They may not care for long stories and humor 

�  They may be impatient 

�  Make decisions decisively, responsibly 

�  Competitive 



How To Tell 
�  Are they blunt and direct? 

�  Do they initiate or takeover conversations? 

�  Are they impatient? 



If You’re A ‘D’ 
�  Be careful not to takeover the convo and force yourself 

to listen  



What The ‘D’ Wants 
�  Present your info in a linear, organized manner. (audIT) 

�  Get to the point quickly 

�  Know your stuff - they like knowledge 

�  Don't keep wandering off track 

�  Let them win 

�  Stroke their ego 



What The ‘D’ Wants 
�  Do not debate them. You can disagree with the facts as long 

as it doesn't sound like you're disagreeing with them 

�  Prove that you're paying attention. Take notes, repeat things 
back to them. Don't fear asking them if you understand what 
they just said 

�  Don't tell them what to do 

�  Stay strong. If they think you're weak they won't respect you. 

�  Ask for the sale - they reward confidence 



Influencers 
�  Impulsive 

�  Emotional (hint hint hint) 

�  Go with what everyone else wants and likes 

�  Very trusting 

�  They don't like risk 

�  Business talk is going to make them uncomfortable. They 
don't like being sold 

�  They don't want to be bogged down in the details of your 
service. 



What The ‘I’ Wants 
�  Be human. We like people. 

�  Friendly, warm, funny 

�  They want to know you care. Ask them about their personal life. 

�  Let them talk. Ask lots of questions and let them roll. 

�  Allow the conversation to go off on a tangent. Be very cautious 
about how you get it back on track 

�  Remove risk 

�  Keep it at a high level and easy to understand 

�  Summarize   



Steady 
�  Will likely stay consistent with other decisions made 

�  Little emotion 

�  Like the safe choice 

�  Deliberate  

�  Want to be certain they understand and made the right 
choice 

�  Trust is important. They are naturally suspicious 

�  They don't like change 



What The ‘S’ Wants 
�  Go at their pace. They may want you to go slow or fast but let 

them decide. Don't go too fast through your presentation. 

�  Personal is important. Talk to them as a person first so they can 
get to know you 

�  Make sure they understand what you're sharing. Data is going to 
confuse and even make them feel dumb. Ask them if they 
understand. Give them permission to stop you. 

�  Listen like your life depended on it 

�   Find ways to build trust 

�  Only give them the facts they need. If you go too much into data 
you're done. Info graphics are the perfect way to present facts and 
data 



Compliant 
�  Cautious 

�  Careful 

�  Skeptical 

�  Detailed 

�  Systematic 

�  They love the data 

�  They don't want to be rushed 



Compliant 
�  They love to talk 

�  These are the ones who will love your 500 pages of 
data you scanned for.  

�  They respect and desire professionalism and 
preparation  



What The ‘C’ Wants 
�  Slow it down and give them all the detail they need 

�  Bring your data. Dump your 500 page scan on their desk. 
But use only as a backup. Keep things on emotion as much 
as you can. 

�  They love handouts. The audit presentation would be perfect 
for that 

�  Move at their pace. Be methodical 

�  Give them credit 

�  Come prepared with a killer presentation to wow them with 
(hint hint) 



What The ‘C’ Wants 
�  Don't cram it all into one meeting. Audit is perfect for 

them: fact find, present, propose 

�  Ask if they are getting what they need. They want detail 
so make sure you're covering what they need you to. 
Best way to know is to ask them 

�  They don't want to hear your life story but they may 
want to tell you theirs 

�  Show info graphics that have been done well to 
overcome their skepticism  



Key Things To Remember 
�  Identify their personality fast 

�  Ask questions and listen 

�  Respect/Adopt their personality type to avoid clashes 

�  Use audIT! 

Try audIT Free For 15 Days 




